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Abstract

Wizard-of-Oz (WOZ) simulations are a popular means for
investigating the properties of human-computer interac-
tion. In this paper the findings from a WOZ experiment
for evaluating different design options for a spoken dia-
logue system are presented.

In addition to the documentation of the outcomes of
this evaluation in terms of standard quantitative measures
we also present findings from a more qualitative analysis
of the speech data collected throughout this experiment. It
is argued that such a combined analysis of all aspects of
the human-computer interaction allows for a correct inter-
pretation of the results and their fruitful application in the
context of system prototyping.

1 INTRODUCTION

Dialogues in human computer interaction may vary signif-
icantly from dialogues in natural conversations. Wizard-
of-Oz (WOZ) simulations are a popular framework for in-
vestigating peculiarities of this interaction in general and
for the development and evaluation of designs for spoken
dialog systems in particular [2].

The WOZ experiment presented in this paper was de-
signed for the purpose of examining different possible
strategies for initiative, system feedback, and confirma-
tion requests in a hypothetical dialog system.

Nevertheless this paper is not restricted to the doc-
umentation of the effects of different system designs on
standardquantitative measures– such as number of turns
or elapsed time – and satisfaction ratings. Also results
gained fromqualitative observationsof the subject’s be-
haviour such as the gradual adaption of speech style are
discussed. This contributes to a better understanding of
man machine interaction and also sheds some light on the
peculiarities of the WOZ paradigm.

2 VARIATIONS IN THE DIALOGUE
DESIGN

For the WOZ experiment a cinema ticket reservation sys-
tem was simulated [4]. For a successful reservation the
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information on the name of the requested film, its start-
ing time, and the number and location of seats had to be
contributed by the user.

This section presents the basic parameters used for the
implementation of the system variants.

� Dialogue initiative
System initiative or mixed initiative is used, i.e.,
the WOZ either asked“Which film do you want to
attend?” or “How can I help you?”1. The latter
mode was only used for the initial turn, though.

� Confirmation
Confirmation information is offered either directly
(“You want to see the film Titanic”2) or indirectly
(“When do you want to see the film Titanic?”).
Confirmation can either be requested by the system
after each user turn or in a summarized form later
in the dialogue (“I am repeating your reservation
data: ... ”).

� Information about options
In case tickets for particular requested seats are
not available the WOZ can either simply reject this
reservation (“Sorry. This seat is occupied. Where
do you want to sit?”), give information on avail-
able seats (“In this row there are only free seats at
the sides.”) or offer them actively (Do you want to
take these places?).

� Recognition performance
Although the system’s speechunderstanding com-
ponent was completely simulated by the WOZ no
perfect recognition was pretended. Recognition er-
rors were systematically inserted throughout the di-
alogue. Additionally, all utterances that included
hesitations, repairs, nonlexical fillers (e.g.,uh),
slobby articulation etc. were immediately penal-
ized by a“Sorry, I did not understand you. Please
repeat your input.”.
Barge ins were completely ignored.

3 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

For the experiment three variants of the ticket reservation
system were simulated. For all systems the technical pro-
cedure was identical. Subjects were asked to participate

1The whole experiment was performed in German. For con-
venience of reading only English translations are quoted.

2In German this word order can be used for both questions
and statements.
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at the evaluation of an experimental automatic reservation
system. They were placed in front of a computer terminal
in order to enforce the impression of working with a real
computer based system and their spoken interactions were
transmitted to the WOZ who was sitting in another room.
All the Wizard’s utterances were produced by a speech
synthesizer. For this purpose the WOZ used a graphical
user interface that included facilities for the playback of
predefined token as well as templates that could be edited
at run time. This layout minimized typing requirements
for the WOZ and maximized the uniformity of of the sys-
tem’s responses. All utterances were synthesized with a
slowly declining completely flat pitch contour at a slow
speech rate.

The following three reservation systems were simu-
lated by the WOZ:

� System S1:

– System initiativeis used exclusively.

– Confirmationis only requested in summary
after all the input information has been gath-
ered.

– The layout of S1 thus resembles a touch-tone
based system that keeps the initiative.

� System S2:

– Mixed initiativeis implemented to a modest
degree, i.e., the system starts with a general
“How can I help you?” but returns to system
initiative afterwards.

– Explicit confirmationis requested after each
input.

� System S3:

– System initiativeis used again.

– An implicit confirmationstrategy is imple-
mented.

– Only this system offeredinformation on free
seatsin case requested seats were occupied
already.

A total of 26 subjects (19 male, 7 female) in the
age from 18 to 40 and diverse educational and profes-
sional background voluntarily participated at the experi-
ment. This population was divided into three groups, one
for each system version, i.e., every subject only commu-
nicated with a single system.

Each subject performed the following three reserva-
tion tasks of increasing complexity.

� Task T1: Film: Titanic, Time: 19:00. Reserve 2
tickets in the last row/midth.

� Task T2: ... Reserve 2 tickets in the last row/midth.
In case these seats are occupied try to reserve an-
other seat in the last row. Otherwise apply the same
preferences to the penultimate row etc.

� Task T3: ... Reserve 2 tickets. Accept seats in the
middle of one of the last three rows only. Otherwise
try to switch to a later show.
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Figure 1: Boxplot of joined ratings for the three systems

After the experiment all subjects answered a question-
naire that contained rating scales as well as open questions
about their impression of the system. Also an additional
informal interview was performed with about half of the
test subjects as well.

A total of 77 evaluable dialogues were produced
which comprise a total of 970 turns. The summed trans-
action time was approximately 3 hours.

4 QUESTIONNAIRE ANALYSIS

The questionnaire used included 20 questions with a five
class ranking scale between1 (agreement) and5 (dis-
agreement). These comprised questions on the overall
performance like

� Humanpref I prefer a human operator

� Util The system is helpful as it is

� Easytalk The system is easy to talk to

� EasylistThe system is easy to understand

� ResponsespeedThe system responds fast enough

as well as more detailed questions on the design of the
dialogue, the easiness of the overall task etc.

Fig.1 presents a plot3 of the accumulated ratings for
the three systems. In the accumulated display all factors
exceptHumanpref and three control factors with reversed
ranking scale had been combined. The median uniquely
lies at 2, i.e. in the positive range, for all three systems.
System three seems to outperform the other two in this
ranking.

A non parametric statistical test was applied in order
to check whether all three systems perform identical (null
hypothesis). This hypothesis wasnot rejected, i.e. no
overall effect of the system was confirmed (type 2 error
= 0.05).

In Fig.2 the ratings of some of the global factors were
accumulated for all three systems. The high ranking for
Humanpref (unsurprisingly) indicates the superiority of
human systems. Nevertheless theUtil ranking concedes
the system usefulness to some extent.

3The BOXPLOT boxes used in these figures have lines at
the lower quartile, median, andupper quartile values. The lines
extending from each end of the box (whiskers) show the extent
of the rest of the data while outliers are marked with"+" . The
notches represent an estimate of the uncertainty about the means.
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Figure 2: Ratings of global system parameters accumu-
lated for all systems (from left to right:Humanpref, Util ,
Easytalk, Easylist)
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Figure 3: Elapsed time per dialogue for S1, S2, and S3

In the simulation 137 of the 970 user turns are at once
explicitly rejected by the WOZ, not counting instances of
wrong recognitions. This bad recognition rate is reflected
to some extent in theEasytalk factor while the rating
of the synthesizer’s intelligibilityEasylist is remarkable
high.

5 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

The dialogues were orthographically transcribed. The
transcription was labelled for turns and utterances. Over-
all elapsed time per dialogue as well as number of turns
were evaluated. Task success was not included as it was
100% in all systems.

Comparing the overall transaction time in Fig.3 the
median of the three systems lies in the range of 2:40 min
but there are instances found in both S2 and S3 where
transactions lasted up to 8 minutes.

The distribution of the number of turns is similar to
that of the durations.

6 OBSERVING USER BEHAVIOUR

As mentioned in the introduction we are convinced that
the virtues of WOZ experiments extend beyond their use
as a statistical test for the evaluation of system variants.

The analysis of the transcriptions, the sound record-
ings, and the interviews reveals a whole wealth of possi-
bly unsystematic and anecdotal but nevertheless valid and
valuable insights on human behaviour within such a set-
ting.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the subject’s ratings ofRe-
sponsespeedfor the three systems S1, S2, S3.

6.1 Aiding Interpretation
Given the restricted size of the set of available samples in
the statistical analysis the role of the qualitative analysis
for possibly reevaluating statistical findings becomes even
more evident.

To give an example. For all systems the response
speed of the WOZ was equally slow due to long pauses
and very slow speech rate – too slow in the opinion of the
authors. Nevertheless Fig.4 displays differentRespons-
espeedratings for the systems. All the ratings display
the general tendency to eschew harsh rejections (rating 5)
though. Note that system S2 gets the worst ratings for
Responsespeedand at the same time displays the longest
durations in Fig.3. Nevertheless the correct interpretation
of this finding is not straightforward. On the one hand
S2’s users might get more annoyed due to their overall
longer exposure to the slow system. On the other hand
both longer durations and sharper rejection might be due
to the fact that by accident a bigger portion of the S2
group seemed to have a more technical background and
thus tried to test the system’s abilities and had been more
pointed in their overall ratings. Also complaints about the
system’s speed were more frankly addressed within the
informal interviews than in the rankings.

The rating of Easylist in Fig.2 is another exam-
ple for the importance of performing informal inquiries.
While the ratings forEasylist are rather positive the in-
terviews revealed that most users were somewhat irritated
by the rather low pitched male voice of the system as they
awaited and preferred a female voice for the reservation
task.

6.2 Speech style adaption
Another strand of observations to be mentioned deals with
the expression of attitudes towards the system used. One
interesting effect is the adaption of the speacher’s be-
haviour to the expected language abilities of the coun-
terpart. This effect is well attested for both natural and
human-machine dialogues [6]. In the context of our WOZ
experiment the subject’s verbal behaviour reveals some in-
formation about their conception of the system.

For instance, 8 of the 26 subjects use the politeness
marker “please” in their dialogue, typically combined
with an overall natural speech style (reflected in articu-
lation and prosody). In the course of the dialogue this
speech mode usually is abandoned in favour of slower
and more articulated speech and in case of repetitions re-
quested by the system the “please” is omitted. Neverthe-
less there seems to be no general training effect towards
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a more “denaturized” speech style. This is manifested in
the fact that the majority of these “polite” users reapply
both natural articulation and politeness markers in more
than one dialogue.

6.3 Attitudes
Though most subjects behaved remarkable cooperative
with the system (all dialogues where successfully finished
at last) low speed and recognition rate frequently pro-
voked emotional attitudes such as mock or impatience
which could be traced in both speech andnonspeech be-
haviour. For instance sighs and loud exhaling was fre-
quently recorded throughout slow and longish system re-
sponses.

Some subjects also clearly displayed a switching be-
tween “on and off records” speech mode. While the sys-
tem was answering they frequently commented on erro-
neous performance, using a casual speech style and di-
rectly addressed the system in a “personalized” manner.
Thus side remarks like“Oh. Now you got a problem”
certainly would be rather strange in a natural reservation
task. On the other hand in natural conversations subjects
are usually not forced to stubbornly repeat the same words
and phrases over and over again and have to wait for a re-
sponse in the meantime.

A prosodic phenomenon was the switching to a sort
of stylized intonation contour – sometimes resembling a
“calling contour” – which lends the utterances a certain
ironic undertone.

6.4 Other issues
In [6] it was demonstrated that users of natural language
based systems are influenced by the system’s language.
They tend to adjust their utterances in respect to vocabu-
lary and length of phrases. Thus the outcomes of the WOZ
experiment inevitably will be biased to some extent by the
design of the WOZ which influences the user’s concep-
tion of the system’s capabilities. This was also reflected
in our experiment where subjects complained in the in-
terview that it was not possible to pose questions to the
system, e.g., in order to ask which seats are still free. Nev-
ertheless these subjects did not even try to ask. Because of
the system’s poor recognition rate and the predominance
of system initiative they automatically assumed that ques-
tions were not supported.

7 CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

One of the main experiences gained throughout the WOZ
experiment described in this paper is the insight that re-
sults from WOZ simulations have at first hand be consid-
ered what they are: namely laboratory results. In every
single case it has to be carefully evaluated whether these
results can readily be generalized to real applications.

Of course this especially applies to the interpretation
of subject’s ratings of quality measures which may be used
for the comparison of different versions of a system but do
not give any reliable information on the “absolute” quality
of a dialogue system.

Recent efforts on the development of testbeds for spo-
ken dialog systems and the automatization of the evalua-
tion procedure (e.g., [5],[3]) help to narrow the set of un-
certainties in the evaluation procedure by increasing the

grade of formalization. We nevertheless still have to be
aware of possible fallacies.

In our experimental setting where all subjects were
volunteers and most subjects were not familiar with natu-
ral language systems at all, two effects could be detected.
On the one hand most subjects seemed to apply a“princi-
ple of mercy”when completing their rating scales. At the
other hand subjects reported to be afraid of “behaving not
smart enough” throughout the simulation, i.e., they felt as
theywere testees instead of testers.

Last but not least in all experimental settings of that
sort subjects are basically role playing. They are no real
users with real information requirements, real time con-
straints or real telephone bills. We thus should be care-
ful in our evaluation of results and use them as valuable
means for the evaluation of system internal design options
but be careful about the generalization of findings.
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